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JACALYN 
AMBLER

O n a freezing day sometime last 
winter, one of my professors 
made an announcement, that 

provoked an outburst so furious, the 
energy from it is probably still hanging, 
suspended, over campus to this day. 
There would be no Internet sources, 
he said, accepted for our term papers, 
including any peer-edited material 
found online; only hard copy would be 
accepted as suitably academic.

Incredulity permeated the room: 
how were we supposed to write a 
paper—a whole paper—without 
using the Internet? Surely there was 
some kind of faculty rule against this. 
Although some of us may have har-
boured a vague notion that the articles 
we had cited for years inhabited some 
physical location deep in the bowels of 
Rutherford North, few had the where-
withal or the desire to find it. After 
all, our generation doesn’t resort to 
microfilm and dusty tomes for knowl-
edge. We Google it.

As academia, and the Western 
world in general, fully enters the era 
of extreme information exposure, this 
scene will likely become only more 
common, as generations of old-school 
professors come head to head with 
students whose WPM typing speeds 
are faster than their average speed 
of thought. With the benefits of this 
information age both obvious and 
immutable, those who hold out for the 
power of the actual written word are 
dismissed as Luddites.

The Internet and its assorted para-
phernalia are, after all, totally based 
on knowledge exchange: forums, 
blogs, article databases, online news-
papers—all are revised hourly and all 
give the public instantaneous access to 
a virtually infinite and ever-expand-
ing supply of knowledge.

So what’s my problem with this type 
of learning then? Why am I writing 
this article when I should be scouring 
JSTOR for some new sources to use in 
my latest research paper? Well, lately, 
I’ve been wondering: no matter how 
big the benefits, if it’s always true that 
a new invention replaces an old one, 
and that therefore every innovation 
must carry some drawback, what, if 
anything, are we losing from good, 
old-fashioned book-learning?

Consider the context in which most 
of us do research. Most of our classes, 
no matter what faculty, have some 
kind of opinion-formation as their 
goal; classes are intended to provide 
an overview, while the real, in-depth 
knowledge is expected to come from 
assignments and research papers. 
Implanted in the research process is an 
expectation that students will invari-
ably expose themselves to the different 
predominant opinions on the selected 
issue. And largely, if the dusty-tome 
process is your chosen one, then this 
is something you can’t avoid—long 
hours of skimming indexes and  

articles even slightly related to your 
topic basically ensures it.

Most students (at least, the ones I 
know), abandon this technique as 
soon as possible for one that involves 
more ease, comfort and flexibility: 
namely, making use of online data-
bases, which are acquiring astonish-
ingly refined search capacities. 

But this development means that 
students now have the option of basi-
cally depositing a thesis into the sub-
ject heading on the screen, reading 
whatever is cranked out, and assum-
ing this is to be a definitive explora-
tion of said thesis, even if major sides 
or pieces of the argument surrounding 
it have been omitted. If you’re look-
ing for a particular opinion, in other 
words, you’re going to find it, how-
ever extreme. But that doesn’t make it 
definitive.

As the process is repeated, students 
risk believing that they have become 
well-read, while in fact they’re only 
well-argued, having lost the opportu-
nity of exposure not only to the other  
discussion surrounding their chosen 
subjects, but also to the kind of seren-
dipitous knowledge—hallmark of the 
truly well read person—that can only 
be acquired by accident.

It’s not my suggestion that we turn 
back the clock, shut down the super-
computers, or make Dusty Tome 
Navigation 101 a required course. I 
just believe that we need to recognize 
that these systems are more fragile and 
less organic than most of us would 
like to believe. 

The world of computers, however, 
shiny and durable it may appear, 
remains a world completely apart from 
tangible, physical reality. If it should 
suddenly disappear—and our ability 
to think along with it—then just how 
advanced will we have become?

MATT 
FREHNER

W ith the inaugural issue of 
Metro hitting the stands 
yesterday, yet another 

commuter rag has entered the already-
saturated Edmonton market, compet-
ing for sidewalk space with CanWest’s 
RushHour and Sun Media’s 24 Hours.

The proliferation of newspaper 
boxes around campus over the last few 
months is so cancerous that the east LRT 
entrance has become completely envel-
oped: no less than ten newspapers are 
stationed there, along with a giant ugly 
black box that seems to be advertising 
something about condominiums.

Among those personally insulted 
by the newspaper shit-storm are 
Mother Earth, City Councillor Michael 
Phair and defenders of good taste and 
decency. Phair called it a “cluster of 
ugliness” in last Friday’s Edmonton 
Journal, and is working to castrate the 
newspaper giants before we find our-
selves swimming in a pulpy mush of 
cookie-cutter journalism.

But masses of paper litter aside, the 
way print media is delivered currently 
isn’t very appealing to younger readers. 
Bill McDonald, Metro’s English-Canada 
publisher, has noted as much. The truth 

is, daily newspaper readership is down 
pretty much across the board. Those 
who read the newspaper on a daily 
basis are slowly dying off, and the rest 
don’t care. Money is being lost both in 
subscription and ad revenue. But the 
free daily format doesn’t fix the prob-
lems inherent in print media.

A buck for a newspaper isn’t all 
that prohibitive, nor is its size. What 
does make traditional daily newspa-
pers worthless, if I can summarily 
pigeonhole my entire generation, is 
that anyone who gives a shit about the 
news will soon be reading it online (if 
they don’t already), where it’s faster,  
cheaper, timelier and more diverse than 
anything that can be found in print.

As far as it’s possible to remain rel-
evant in a world of instantly accessible 
media, 300-word mini-stories isn’t 
the way to do it. Battling the Internet 
with a couple hundred thousand 16-
page pamphlets will be about as suc-
cessful as trying to end terrorism by 
bombing a bunch of random Middle 
Eastern countries: the optics might be 
good in the short term, but in the long 
run you’ll be facing huge deficits and a 
Democratic rebellion in Congress.

To the extent that these dailies are 
successful in large cities, it’s because 
they’re free and easily available: the 
boxes sit on every street corner and 
transit hub. Simply put, they’re read 
because they’re there, and because 
flipping through a couple of pages of 
trash is slightly more exciting than 
scratching one’s private parts. 

But this business model relies on 
people actually using public transit to a 
fairly large extent, and with Edmonton’s 
weekday LRT ridership at just 46 000 
“boardings” per day, it’s difficult to 
fathom how a combined 115 000 free 
newspapers are going to get read.

But economically, it doesn’t matter 
whether the content is worth reading 
or not. If Metro says it’s printing 60 000  
copies a day, that’s all the advertis-
ers care about, regardless of whether 
the paper is more than 50 per cent ad 
content—and more than 75 per cent 
verifiable trash, if you include all the 
celebrity gossip. The cash grabs have 
already started, as 24 Hours followed 
in Dose’s footsteps by making an adver-
tisement of their entire front page. And 
we saw how sabotaging any shred of 
journalistic integrity worked for Dose.

Where Metro rises slightly above the 
pack is in its local content, which is at 
least written by local staff members 
rather than pulled prepackaged off of 
a wire service. Hopefully Metro can 
find space to inject some creativity in 
this case. Just one month in, however, 
all three commuter rags look like life-
less pain-by-numbers digest versions of 
already-ailing publications. 

The real problem with these free 
dailies is that there’s no vision beyond 
attempting to make as much money as 
possible. But if profit margin is what 
they’re after, I know of some pretty 
solid e-mail scams. Leave the newspa-
permaking to those of us whose souls 
aren’t quite so hardened.

Metro a rather pedestrian effort

As the process is 
repeated, students risk 
believing that they 
have become well-read, 
while in fact they’re 
only well-argued.

This latest commuter rag only adds to Edmonton’s glutted newsprint market

Intellectual laziness is rampant, probably
The Information Age is turning us into less capable students than ever


